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On May 2, 1998 our collection of study groups around
Australia gathered in their respective locations with a
single purpose.  Our mission, for those who chose to accept
it that day, was to discover the methods Jesus used to
help understanding and insight unfold in those that heard
him speak:  i.e. how he taught others.

As forerunners in this business of enhancing Urantia�s
cosmic awareness and spiritual evolution, we all have a
great interest in understanding the approach Jesus used
when teaching, because he was so effective.  Many of us
actively interacting with fellow travelers on the Highroad
to Nebadon will admit to �not getting far� in our efforts
to share.

What did we discover on this day of focused
investigation?  We were all agreed that Jesus could impart
truth to others because he could see the truth.  And we
acknowledged that until we see what we are trying to
describe, it will be hard for us to describe it.

Generally, we suspected that the cause of our
ineffectiveness when attempting to teach comes down to
this:  although we have a new improved dogma that as a
group we can agree upon or debate, most of us have not
yet used the conceptual insights offered via The
URANTIA Book to engage reality.  The truth is out there,
and a fine description of a subset of that Truth is carried
within The URANTIA Book, but until we allow our eyes
and heart and mind to see what is pouring into them, our
ability to share this truth with others will remain small.
Our efforts will amount to little more than pushing a new
dogma in one ear and out the other of the poor sods
suffering our presence.  But our efforts can evolve.

We are free to become wonderful teachers.

�Indeed, there is a faculty of the mind, or more
properly a direction-sense of the evolving soul,
that can learn to stay in the light of the spirit while
the other faculties or parts of mind gaze in wonder
and appreciation at the life-journey.  This is
something like learning to ride a bicycle, which at
first demands the child�s whole concentration, and
it seems s/he will never be able to balance and
keep going.  But one day, almost unaware, a part
of the self has �developed� that rides the bike
virtually without thinking, while the more
immediate faculties enjoy the ride.�

From Ron Faulk�s On Stepping Stones, page 4

mortal morontia
�Art proves that man is not mechanistic, but it does
not prove that he is spiritually immortal. Art is mortal
morontia, the intervening field between man, the
material, and man, the spiritual. Poetry is an effort
to escape from material realities to spiritual values.�
The URANTIA Book, page 2079
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1998 ANZURA
URANTIA Book Conference

September 25 - 28, 1998

The ANZURA URANTIA Book Conference for
1998 will be held on Queensland�s fabulous Gold
Coast.  The venue, the International Beach Resort,
overlooks the Pacific Ocean at Surfers Paradise.
The conference will be held from Friday, September
25 to Monday, September 28.

The theme this year is:

How Jesus Taught
And how we can use his methods
to present facts, ideas, and truth.

The rate for the conference has been kept at a
very low $199 and includes a mystery tour on the
Sunday afternoon.  For more information at this
stage or to register, please contact Neil Francey:

phone ...... 07 3831 3230

email ....... nfrancey@ozemail.com.au�

Extragalactic interloper

The following note appeared in Scientific American,
April 1998 (278:4) page 17.  For those of us who did not
realize that Sagittarius is the rotational center of our minor
sector, this astronomic observation may be of interest:

� �A tiny galaxy named Sagittarius is invading our
space�, says Rosemary F. G. Wyse and her colleagues at
John Hopkins University.  They noticed that some stars
in the Milky Way�s core seemed suspicious because they
did not move in step with the rest.  As it turned out, these
stars belonged to Sagittarius, which has about one
thousandth the mass of the Milky Way.  Apparently
Sagittarius has orbited through the Milky Way at least 10
times � which suggests that it contains a lot of dark matter.
If it did not, the Milky Way�s gravitational forces would
have surely pulled it apart by now.�

And now, as seen from outside the fishbowl,

�The rotational center of your minor sector is
situated far away in the enormous and dense star
cloud of Sagittarius, around which your local
universe and its associated creations all move, and
from opposite sides of the vast Sagittarius
subgalactic system you may observe two great
streams of star clouds emerging in stupendous
stellar coils.�  The URANTIA Book, page 168

National Study Day
May 2, 1998

by Valerie Billington

Amidst the drizzle and mist of a damp grey
Wollongong day, a hot spot of love and strong intent
formed in the house of Joy, who had volunteered to host
us for this Study Day.  There were seventeen of us who
met on Saturday May 2 at Joy Cooke�s house in
Mangerton, an hour south of Sydney.  People traveled
from as far south as Canberra, as far east as Chile, and
others came from Penrith, Newcastle and the Central
Coast.  A great effort!  We intended to get right down to
business, discussing the topic �How Jesus Taught�,
straight after lunch.  But as you might expect, whenever
we readers get together, warm welcomes, gossip and a
general catch-up take precedence.  So we found ourselves
making a start on the study somewhat late.  During the
course of the rest of the day and, for most of us, well into
the night, we enjoyed a huge amount of sharing, interaction
and even some insight.  This is one of the great reasons
for coming together�to feel and share each other�s lives,
and to see how we are all getting along.

We commenced the proceedings with the local Urantia
Choir doing their best with a few motivational lyrics.

(continued on page 11)
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IUA and Fellowship
Hold Historic Meeting

Travis Binion
Chair, Coordinating Committee

On Friday, April 17, 1998, members of the
Coordinating Committee and representatives of the
International URANTIA Association from five nations
met in Chicago with the Executive Committee of the
Fellowship and some members of their General Council
to explore common interests. The Trustees attended this
meeting in their capacity as the Board of Directors of IUA.
The goal was to discuss common interests, address
differences, and seek agreement which might lead to joint
projects.

The meeting began with each organization outlining
its vision and organizational structure.  Lee Armstrong,
IUA Coordinating Committee Human Resources Chair,
characterized the International URANTIA Association as
a task-oriented group of readers committed to addressing
readership issues, fostering of the in-depth study of The
URANTIA Book, and the orderly dissemination of the
teachings of The URANTIA Book.  IUA members provide
services to readers and students of The URANTIA Book
and are committed to the preserving the revelation for
future generations.  Armstrong outlined IUA�s organ-
izational structure and discussed how local and  national
associations come into being as service projects and reader
needs create demand.  He also explained the activities of
the Coordinating Committee as administrators for, and
advisors to the Trustees of URANTIA Foundation.

Speakers for the Fellowship included President Janet
Farrington-Graham, Dan Massey, Lori Krasny, and Steve
Dreier.  Their presentations outlined the structure, history,
projects, and vision of the Fellowship.  An important
objective of the Fellowship is to embrace diversity of
viewpoints, expression, and philosophies.  The Fellow-
ship�s projects, activities, workshops, and initiatives
highlighted the positive nature of the organization�s
outreach programs.  Of particular interest was the
Fellowship�s new Family Life program and its focus on
educational programs and activities for children.

One of the objectives of the IUA representatives in
this meeting was to �seek first to understand� the
differences between the two organizations.

Another objective was to understand the Fellowship�s
position regarding the materials published on its web page,
some of which are openly disparaging of the Foundation
and it supporters.  The Fellowship leaders emphasized
that they exert no authority over the activities of individual
members of the Fellowship or its societies, including the
content of materials posted by individuals on the
Fellowship�s web page.  The Fellowship representatives
explained that under the Fellowship Constitution, the
Executive Committee and General Council are prohibited

from interfering with the activities of individual members
or of its societies, which are strictly autonomous.
Consequently, individuals are free to embark on projects
and publish their own viewpoints on the Fellowship�s web
site.  Janet Farrington-Graham explained that only
statements bearing her signature represent official
positions of the Fellowship.

Exploration of the missions, scope, and structure of
the organizations revealed clear and distinct differences
between the established cultures of the organizations and
framed some of the challenges and issues which remain.

The overall tone of the meeting was optimistic and
progressive.  The organizations agreed to:

* Provide points of contact for future joint conference
interaction;

* Publicize, in each other�s newsletters, the Fellowship�s
Family Life Program and the Coordinating
Committee�s project to compile a catalog of study aids
and secondary works;

* Form a Fellowship Unity & Conciliatory Committee
to dovetail with the Coordinating Committee�s Unity
and Cooperation Committee;

* Hold a meeting to discuss international trade shows;

* Form joint working groups to make recommendations
to each organization relating to:

- Translations

- Web site content

- Reader and Study Group referrals.

In addition, both organizations agreed to have further
discussions in smaller groups regarding matters of mutual
interest, including:

* Joint participation in the presentation of The URANTIA
Book and URANTIA teachings at public book fairs;

* Joint efforts to produce a video production suitable
for introducing The URANTIA Book to prospective
readers;

* The desirability of coordinating regional meetings and
conferences and publishing a joint conference
calendar.

International URANTIA Association, the Coord-
inating Committee, and URANTIA Foundation sincerely
support the movement toward unity among all readers of
The URANTIA Book.  We desire to cooperate with
organizations throughout the world whose actions are
consistent with the values taught in The URANTIA Book.
We look forward to progress in future meetings with the
leadership of the Fellowship in the pursuit of unity among
readers.

Peace,

Travis Binion,

Chair, Coordinating Committee
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On Stepping Stones

Ron Faulk,  rfaulk@nstar.net

Life is not like a meander through the woods.  It is
like a journey along a course of stepping stones in which
there is a �best spot� designated for each foot-fall.

Each of us has a best path, a path designated for us
and commensurate with God�s highest will.  This is the
path of least resistance, that is, of least resistance to God.
It is also the path of most fruitful potential.

The problem with taking life as a meander is that we
tend to get nowhere; we have no final destiny and the
intermediate destinies we set have no purposeful sequence.

Each person has definite �aptitudes�, specific skills
that need to be exercised and inherent potentials that need
development.  This very much includes spiritual aptitudes.
Each person has a characteristic matrix of spiritual
capabilities.  We might think of them as unique lines of
access to God, with no two persons having exactly the
same spiritual connections.  No two receive the spirit in
exactly the same way nor do they reflect spirit exactly
like anyone else, nor do any two persons have the same
imaginative means for expressing spiritual truth.  Each
person reflects a particular aspect of Godly truth, beauty
and goodness, and this is one reason why each person is
so valuable, even in a cosmos of virtually infinite
proportions.

Should that person not survive, then, howsoever slight,
some perspective on the nature of God will be lost forever.

Spirit is ancestor to all energy and it also a unique
form of energy.  As one characteristic of energy is endless
transformation, so spirit is transformed infinitely and
eternally, and yet all spirit is One, wherever it is found.  It
is of the One essence of God regardless of how many
permutations or expression this spirit may have undergone.
And yet no two persons express it in exactly the same
way.  Similarly, all personality is of One essence�all
personalities are recognizable and knowable as such, and
yet no two are alike, not on any world through its many
ages, and not across the universe of worlds.

A poet once wrote that life is like a dome of many-
colored glass that �stains the white radiance of eternity.�
Spirit is like the white light that contains all color, and
each individual life is comparable to a specific array of
translucent forms that �stain� the spirit-light and thereby
reflect a moving panoply of intricate and irradiated shapes
and hues.  And these shapes and hues are characteristic
of that individual.

Some persons stain the essence of eternity into more
beautiful forms than others do.  Some persons have more
madness than harmony in their spiritual radiance, whereas
others reflect the essence of God in the most subtle and
sublime of ways, arresting even high beings who
perchance to witness such displays.  Each life has
tremendous artistic potential to reflect God�s light in ways
of unique and resonating beauty.  Yet so few take
advantage of their potential.

It is one thing to have potential; it is another to fulfill
it.  And to begin fulfillment is all that can be done in this
life, for to achieve full potential is to �become perfect�
even as the Father has challenged us, and that challenge
will take long ages.

To become an artist in material things requires first
vision, second the gift of expression, and third great effort
to refine skills enough to form an adequate expression.
To become an artist in the spiritual realm also requires
vision and the gift of expression, however all persons have
these for they are natural endowments.  But we also must
make great, extended, and disciplined effort and this
requires choosing a deliberate course in life and not just
wandering hither and yon or dabbling in this and that.  To
get to a specific destination we must take a certain route.
True, many routes may take us there, and each in its own
way may have a certain virtue.  But only one route will
take us there most quickly, will allow us to practice and
develop our spiritual talents most brightly and effectively.
So few people have a real sense of spiritual destination,
so few people live up to anything like their spiritual
potential, so few realize what great and latent talents they
have, so few people change the world for the good.

And so few realize that the shortest route to the
destination, which is the route of God�s will, is the shortest
route to joy, to fulfillment of being, to health, to truth,
beauty and goodness, to peace, and even to ecstasy.

How we all long with unfathomable yearning to fulfill
that of which we are most capable, to express real purpose,
to be what we can best be.   The best way to fulfillment is
to find God�s will for us.

And yet so many are lost and wandering.  They think
it really does not make any difference what they do.  How
wrong!  And how spiritually debilitating.

Each step we take has a designated stepping stone.
And one stone leads to another.  And there is a pilot spirit-
light within us that, looking out with us through our eyes,
can point out each stepping stone if we will but give the
spirit credence and voice and vision.  But the mind that
sees the spirit-light, the mind that hears the still low voice
as it directs us, cannot be a mind disturbed and restless; it
cannot be a mind in endless dialogue with itself; it cannot
be a mind obsessed with itself; it cannot be a mind that
denies all life but its own.  It must be a mind that lives
with a certain amount of stillness, one that can spread its
surface like untroubled waters upon which the radiance
of eternity can reflect in clear forms and unwavering
expressions.

Few minds are like this, but all could be.  This world
is a thoroughfare full of stresses and disturbances, and
few are the external signs and mile-stones that mark the
paths of the spirit.  And so the spirit within, when it can
catch our attention, when it finds the still, clear moments
in the mind of its indwelling, must use all varieties of
lures to draw that mind�s attention to the next stepping
stone.  And often it must lure us with impressions of things
to come, with suggestions of quick rewards that are not
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really commensurate with what we will really find.  Like
children, we often have to be lured with promises of candy
and other sweet and immediate rewards, in order to get us
to move to the right spot.  We think, in our immaturity,
that the purpose of moving there is to get the candy, the
immediate reward; but the purpose is really something
quite different.

The consequence of this is that often the reason we
think we go from step to step is not the real reason at all.
Sooner or later the spirit-child must learn to trust the spirit
light and not to look for premeditated reward but to focus
its attention on the spirit and take each step as it wills.
And as soon as one step is taken, we must learn to move
quickly back to the spirit for direction to the next.  Indeed,
there is a faculty of the mind, or more properly a direction-
sense of the evolving soul, that can learn to stay in the
light of the spirit while the other faculties or parts of mind
gaze in wonder and appreciation at the life-journey.  This
is something like learning to ride a bicycle, which at first
demands the child�s whole concentration, and it seems s/
he will never be able to balance and keep going.  But one
day, almost unaware, a part of the self has �developed�
that rides the bike virtually without thinking, while the
more immediate faculties enjoy the ride.

So, at first, the whole being must be focused on the
technique of finding the spirit light and taking the next
right step.  And as soon as one step is taken, the self must
not be distracted with puerile ideas about reward and
punishment, but begin looking with the spirit for the next
step.

Eventually, following the spirit becomes second
nature.  And then when we get out of the spirit it becomes
very obvious, just as obvious as falling off the bicycle
onto the ground.

And as we travel the path laid out for us by the spirit,
our motions become increasingly graceful, we become
dancers moving to the choreography of the spirit, and we
begin to reflect peace and wonder.  Life becomes artistic
and beautiful so that others cannot fail to mark us and be
attracted to us, to want to follow us and know us and
learn what we have learned.  And this is wonderful but it
too must not become a distraction from the spirit.  It is a
danger and something of a perplexity that many, as they
start to flow in the spirit, and as they begin to move from
stepping stone to stone, and as others begin to be attracted
to them, notice this attractiveness and begin to fixate on
it-and very subtly become proud of it.

Then they begin to want to command others.  Their
ego takes over and pride reasserts itself, as they exercise
a new-found spiritual authority.  And then they fall from
the grace of the spirit.  They begin to listen to their alter-
ego, and even delude themselves into thinking this alter
ego is the spirit. And many such self-deluded persons
become authoritative and, craving attention and honor,
stray from the stepping-stones of the spirit, sometimes
for the remainder of their lives.  �There is a way which
seems right to man, but the end thereof is death.�

Such minds become disturbed and jealous of the spirit,
and these are signs that all is not well, for the spirit is
freely bestowed on all.  They believe they are the one
path to the spirit.  But finding the spirit light within only
requires the true desire of the self.  The religion of the
spirit of God has no gnosticism, no theosophy, no secret
rites, no privileged mysteries, no special knowledge for
elite adepts while a lower version is taught to the masses,
for God is no respecter of persons, he bestows himself
freely to all and without mystery.  The mystery is fabricated
by man.  Much, very much of the mystery that surrounds
religion has been created by those looking for clever and
cheap ways to God, rather than executing the simple but
demanding competencies of the spirit.  Love, love as
between affectionate and caring brothers and sisters, is
the mark of the spirit.  When any one seeks to lord it over
others, that is not the spirit at work.

The first lesson to learn in following the spirit is to
take each step without expectations of immediate reward.
Reward will come, but it will not be according to
preconceived expectations.  Indeed it will be greater than
those ideas.  These preconceived notions make it difficult
to become aware of the true rewards of the spirit for when
the mind is focused on its own ideas it blinds itself to
other, even greater possibilities.

Sometimes the spirit must even lure the person to the
next stepping stone with emotional promises, with the
suggestion of the appeasement of longings or self-
perceived emotional needs.  Many people, as a result living
in a chaotic and stressful environment, have developed
emotional fixations or addictions and their lives are very
much directed by the need, at least the desire, to get their
next emotional �fix.�  The spirit may have to use this lure
to get the person to take a spiritual step.  And when the
person does so, they may be surprised or disappointed
that their emotional �fix� is not forthcoming.  If they will
still themselves they will see what else is there, for it will
be a greater reward although perhaps not obvious.  This
is why we must all learn to follow after the spirit without
expectation of immediate gratification.  The fruits of the
spirit will become apparent in God�s time, if we will but
trust him.  Jesus spoke of this when he said, �first there
was the blade, then the ear, then the full grain in the ear.
And then when the grain was ripe, he put forth the sickle,
and the harvest was finished.�  [page 1693]

Once we follow the stepping stones that represent the
path of God�s will, soon we begin climbing out of the
lowlands and tangled glens of shadow and confusion.
Soon we begin to find entirely new vistas.  We come out
into a full and resplendent morning graced with a far-
reaching light that extends our vision over the most
sublime and intriguing of perspectives.  Now we have
achieved the foothills of the spirit adventure and are close
to the far-reaching mountains of destiny that it is our
birthright to travel and explore.
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Adjuster Problems

Ron Besser,  aronolac@email.msn.com

I support those who have a cautionary attitude when
approaching major changes in how they may approach
their own indwelling spirit.  It is a wise person who knows
how far from shore he thinks he can safely swim or is
satisfied he knows enough not to have to ask about another
thing.

However, I can not help my involuntary shudder when
admired writings are quoted in defense of not doing much.
Contrary to some opinion, Thought Adjuster attunement
is NOT dangerous!  Adjusters are not bugs who leave
welts all over the psyche if handled. And just where did
anyone get the idea being bashful with Adjuster dating
leaves us safely snow white before Saint Peter?

Well, now that I have THAT out of my system, let me
pass on a shiver to some who are not habitual URANTIA
Book quoters.  Besides our shared ignorance about so
much around us, another hard problem for the spirit
neophyte to keep in mind is that there are changes going
on all the time which will tend to obscure the meaning of
old doctrine.  Specific conditions will change general rules
too, and if only Urantia Book generalities are quoted to
apply to Urantia�s problems, then there is a good
possibility specific divine remedies will come as a surprise
and be unexpectedly confusing to the devout.

I quote the following URANTIA Book passage which
is a wonderful disclaimer against hard and fast revelatory
injunctions that are too vigorously applied: (This may be
found on Page 642, next to the last paragraph)

�Each new evolutionary attainment � is attended
by simultaneous expansions of Deity � within �
existing creation.  This new invasion of the
administrative work of the universes and their
component units may not always appear to be
executed exactly in accordance with the technique
herewith outlined . . . .�

Adjuster attunement is an evolutionary attainment.
Adjuster attunement is a Deity expansion within our
existing creation.  The act of suborning Adjuster contact
because some people will get spiritual indigestion should
carry only enough weight to allow caution, not denial of
the experimental process to know the Father as the
Adjuster presence.  The �how� of Adjuster attunement is
a history being written now by those so fortunate to
undergo this specific spiritual evolution for future Urantia
reference.  Meanwhile, we argue over the techniques of
revelation.

Direct Adjuster contact is evidence of divine activity
in the presence of acquired personality unities in the
undivine who are sufficiently developed to overcome error
and evil even in the presence of lingering evil.  Revelation

never stops when it guards what evolution attains.  It is
also a refreshment process which dares criticize the
limitations of past practices and encourages persons to
walk around the stumbling blocks of outdated attitudes
and primordial fears.  Whether the Adjuster initiates auto-
revelation, points to periodic revelation, or immerses the
soul in epochal revelation, all are differences without
meaning if there is no Adjuster contact or so little as to
deny the possibility of personal and planetary
improvement through spiritual vision.

Conversely, moderate Adjuster attunement is a state
between the devil and the deep blue sea that literally can
drive a person toward a system of relief, and in the process,
cast reason to the wind.  Jesus did not end various personal
doubts that affected  his spiritual mission until he made
direct contact with his Adjuster at age 27.

�This year (21AD) Jesus made great advances in
the ascendant mastery of his human mind and
attained new and high levels of conscious contact
with his indwelling Thought Adjuster.�  (p.1424)

Melchizedek notes:

�The direct communion with one�s Thought
Adjuster, such as occurred in the later years of
Jesus� life in the flesh, should not be confused with
these so-called mystical experiences.� (p.1100)

The argument that Adjusters are pre-personal and
therefore can not or do not make audile contact is like
mixing a metaphor.  Pre-personality and audibility are two
distinct fountains that do not mix until fusion blends the
waters.  Audibility does not mean the Adjuster gives orders
or over powers the mind.  The fact is that the Adjuster
does not command or counter-command anything in the
audile state; he remains pre-personal.  He does adjust the
psychology while opening the room of consciousness up
to a grander size inside the head.  That in no way impinges
on choice although who would not say, once experiencing
it, that personal choice is unaffected by His mighty ways?

Those who say we are not intellectually conscious of
an Adjuster are correct if the indwelling has no finished
personality unities to build upon. Completion of the 7
psychic circles is finishing 7 segmented pieces to us, but
the Adjuster has always seen (probably as early as the
Adjuster�s mind modeling days on Divinington) the
undivided foundation he will stand on and work from in
the material universe.  The completed 7 psychic circles
offer the stability level for the Adjuster to accomplish a
phase of his own identity transition�the initial
preparation for fusion with the personality codes in a
transformed future.

There is nothing false about verbal Adjuster
communication when the prerequisites are met.  Having
or not having Adjuster contact has nothing to do with pre-
personality status of the Adjuster either.  Adjuster contact
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does not damage or distort personality;  rather, it
strengthens personality from the inside.  It organizes the
personality;  it balances the personality;  it opens the
personality, and it calms the personality.  The Thought
Adjuster in intimate contact with the personality of man
is a treasure to help one feel at home in the world.

�Jesus led men to feel at home in the world; he
delivered them from the slavery of taboo and taught
them that the world was not fundamentally evil.�
(p.2093)

�Through over-sophistication or as a result of the
irreligious conduct of professed religionists, a man,
or even a generation of men, may elect to suspend
their efforts to discover the God who indwells
them;  they may fail to progress in and attain the
divine revelation.�  (p. 2095)

Thought Adjuster attunement

Gerald Harrison,

jerry@biochem.dental.upenn.edu

Although I certainly don�t want to imply that it is
impossible for someone to �hear� their Adjuster�s voice
directly (since the UB clearly says it is possible), I was
attempting to portray that �hearing� The Voice, as such, is
very rare.  In my life so far, I tend to perceive possible
Adjuster influence in retrospect � after I�ve had some
time to observe the fruits of decisions and actions that I
made which included an inner appeal for guidance.  I
emphasize � I believe I have NEVER heard a voice with
the uncertain possible exception of the single word
patience (in combination with a great consoling and loving
feeling) many years ago during a time of what for me was
supreme stress.  If I have been able to respond to the
mysterious inner guidance, I believe it has been in a slow
growth over many years towards a more unpretentious
childlike self-awareness and outlook on life and others.
This type of growth, along with that enhanced re-
confirmation of what some describe as the feeling that
�mom and dad loves us� is what I was intending to
describe as my experience with TA influence.

On this whole subject of inner voices, I have taken
the warning given to us in the UB extremely seriously �
that it is much better to err on the side of down-playing an
authentic TA communication than to make the mistake of
elevating the product of our normal mortal intellect to
thinking it was from our TA (or words to that effect).

I�m more than quite content to never hear voices while
I try to learn how to recognize, what for me is, the much
more subtle influence of feelings, urges and nudges in
the direction of creative ideas for how to better implement
the Golden Rule in responses to real situations in my life.
I try a couple of perhaps rather simplistic methods to do

Thought Adjuster talking, or
Spirit of Truth moving

Mike Kubik,      kubikm@IH2000.NET

I have experienced something that I can�t attribute to
my Thought Adjuster, but I know I was saying things that
I had never consciously decided to say. The first time it
happened I was addressing a group of high school students
on a retreat. I think it was called �witnessing�, and I was
very nervous before I spoke since there were about 100
kids and 20 or so adults. I prayed for guidance before my
speech, and shortly after I began, I found myself saying
things I had never planned on discussing. But the sensation
was similar to an out of body experience in that I seemed
to be able to see myself speaking, critique myself, and
make corrections to what I was saying. After the speech,
all of the students applauded (they were courteous
anyway) but one of the other adults came over to me and
told me what a moving speech it was. I was sort of numbed
at that point, but said a short prayer of thanks for making
my nervousness go away. Later one of the students came
to me and said because of what I had said he was going to
become a lay minister in his group. Very gratifying to me.
I attributed the experience to influence of the Spirit of
Truth, and I guess I still do.

this.  I try very hard to imagine the literal application of
the Golden Rule � i.e. what would I want others to do to
me if the roles were reversed.  Also, I try to imagine what
Jesus would do, or advise, were He faced with the same
situation.  Sometimes, as a result of this �inner searching
for answers�, I believe I get help in the form of good ideas
to try that have the mark of being consistent with these
two imaginings while, at the same time, they are also very
practical and do-able � sometimes even very simple, easy
and obvious that I had overlooked previously.

All the while, I�m hoping to grow in my awareness
and confidence that a great Universal Parenthood divinely
loves and cares for me and everyone else.

Shortcircuiting a human
Larry Gwynn,

beachview@THEBEST.NET

Thought Adjuster contact might or could blow you
away.  The Spirit of Truth will more gently and peacefully
lead you to the Thought Adjuster contact so this won�t
happen until your really ready... a perfect balance of
intellect, emotional content, and spirit-mota
understanding.

Most of the leadings I receive I feel are coming from
the Spirit of Truth and perhaps even the Holy Spirit... not
the Thought Adjuster.  If that guy touches you, you�re
likely to shortcircuit.
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AFRICA OUTREACH

Aloha from WORLD OUTREACH

FOR URANTIA NATIONS,

Norman Ingram

Aloha Urantia Friends,

The year l997 was an eventful one.  A good portion of
the world was traversed with one goal in mind: to
disseminate the wonderful teachings of The URANTIA
Book to the many hungry souls seeking spiritual
enlightenment. Starting out in August of 1996 our group
traveled via RV throughout Mexico, Central America and
South America. My good companions were Pradhana
(Alejandro) Fuchs of Santiago, Chile, and Ernesto Maciel
Ruiz, of Leone, Mexico, who served as interpreters, but
also as sharers of brotherhood.

 In Latin America and Mexico we presented the Fifth
Epochal Revelation to over 38 municipal and national
libraries, 20 plus universities and fourteen prisons. We
delivered over l84 books (thanks to all of you who gave
donations!) and spoke to over five hundred people. We
made many friends all along the way, and none of these
encounters were accidental.  We visited study groups, gave
topical studies, and initiated some NEW study groups.

 In Santiago, Chile, I had the good fortune and was
led to meet Eduardo Guelfenbein, a Chilean artist who
resides in Italy. His incredible paintings, sculptures and
video animations reflect the epochal revelations portrayed
in The URANTIA Book. Eduardo's depictions of Christ
Michael, Adam and Eve, Melchizedek and the Caligastia
Rebellion are outstanding. Keep your eyes on this brother
artist, his Expo Show "REVELACION" will travel,

E-mail:  eduardog@working.it

In November l997 Don Roark and I embarked on a
four-week tour of Asia.  Our itinerary included seventeen
cities encompassing, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, the Philippines, Hong Kong,
China, and Macao. We visited eleven national and city
libraries at least that many universities. Thanks to the
Fellowship, we delivered 120 books. And our gratitude
also goes to the Foundation for mailing over twenty-two
hardbacks to the national libraries / universities officially
registered for Asia. There seems to be renewed enthusiasm
and interest in getting the 5th Epochal Revelation
translated into Chinese, Japanese, and pleas are coming
from India for translations. If anyone knows of work being
done along these lines, please notify us, as we have eager
and willing translators looking forward to assisting with
this colossal task.

We recently received a thank-you letter from author
Arthur C. Clarke for The URANTIA Book we gave him
while we were in Sri Lanka (he lives in Colombo and was
celebrating his 80th birthday while we were there.)

Next project: - AFRICA - 54 NATIONS - September
1998 !!!  Who will be willing to accompany us in this
attempt to enlighten the so-called dark Africa? As of today,
two brothers have stepped forward to offer their services
in the task of helping to disseminate the truths of light
and life to Africa. They are Rev. Roger Goffeney, a Unity
minister from Costa Rica, who a few years ago traveled
most of Africa in a 2-cylinder car and now has a valuable
itinerary for doing this work on the African continent;
and IUA coordinator Richard Strauss of Berne,
Switzerland, who has generously volunteered to assist us
in the effort, and his bilingual talents will aid us in our
dealings with the French-speaking African nations.

This is a project in which we all can participate.
We will need at least three hundred URANTIA Books for
this endeavor, including several in Dutch and French
translations. The budget calls for $15,000 per person, and
we are asking for your donations. Not only is your
financial support needed, but also your prayers; by faith
our Father�s will shall be done. Donations, ear marked
for use in financing the missionary journeys of Norman
Ingram and company through WORLD OUTREACH
FOR URANTIA NATIONS (WOUN) to countries
outside North America, can be made to The School of
Meanings and Values. The School of Meanings and Values
is a worthy organization that has long been in the forefront
of disseminating The URANTIA Book concepts, providing
outstanding teachers and lecturers through various
seminars, retreats, and FSLA programs. SMV is a tax-
exempt organization and your donations are tax
deductible.

For details, please contact Gary Reedy, treasurer,
residence: 805-484-299l
or office: 3l0-33l-374l
E-mail: Glreedy@msm.com

A video of our travels is being prepared. We will be
available for presentations. Join us on this endeavor,

E-mail: norlastar@aol.com
or FAX: 562-698-2l22*5l
or TEL: 562-698-2l22

Prayerful regards,

WORLD OUTREACH FOR URANTIA NATIONS

(WOUN)

I think the ego is not inherently evil, it is neither
good nor bad.  It is necessary for dealing with the
world of people, places, and things.  The ego, from
a urantia book point of view, is like a scaffolding
that is necessary until you and your thought adjuster
are able to build a soul that is capable of taking
over the functions of mind.

David Schlundt
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Get on the ANZURA List!!

The ANZURA List is a self managing e-mail list
sponsored by ANZURA. It provides a cheap and effective
way for UB readers in the Australian and New Zealand
region to communicate with other UB readers in the
region. There are 17 of us on the list at present and numbers
are steadily growing.

The idea is to generate community between readers
by using this list as a forum for UB related
communications. Attending conferences, study groups,
making phone calls and writing letters has been the way
we have done this in the past. But each of these ways
involves some considerable time, expense and planning.
E-mail easily fills the gaps in communication between
these events, and will supplement them in a big way. No
longer do we have to wait for these occasional events to
catch up with each other. If you have something to say,
anything between a word and essay, or you just want to
tune in the mood and ideas of other readers, or catch up
with the latest thinking and events, then get on the list.

The list will evolve according to the quality of
communication offered. All we ask is that you be fair in
your communications and respectful of the goals of the
list which is to create community and harmony among
UB readers. If you have an e-mail address and would like
to join in, you are most welcome.  For more details, send
me an e-mail at:  mpither@ozemail.com.au

Michael Pither,

Sydney.

Urantia Book CD-ROM version

Your favourite book is now available on CD-ROM.
Cost is only AUS$27 � plus postage.

The CD-ROM version works the same way as the
Floppy Disk version. It contains the complete text of the
book, plus the Folio Views search engine to zero in on
specific or general points of interest.

It contains not just the English edition however, but
fully functioning French and Finnish editions as well. Yes,
all on one CD.

Also included is a copy of the URANTIA Foundation�s
Web site (as it was in late 1997). You can browse this
web site on the CD in the same way that you would browse
it on the internet, but of course there is no time or money
spent �online�.

If you do not want to install the programs on your
hard drive, you can use them directly from the CD.

Purchases can be made by contacting:

URANTIA Foundation Australian Office,

7 Walsh St, Nth Narrabeen, NSW 2101, Australia.

Ph/Fax: 02 9970 6200

E-mail: urantia@ozemail.com.au

Or, you can order it through your local book store by
quoting them this ISBN number: 0-911560-63-7

Why did they roll away the stone?
Travis Binion   travis@BLOMAND.NET

Let�s look at the physical process of body decay.  At
its termination, regardless of the exact mechanism, all of
the molecules which made up the body have to return, at
some point in time, to their free state subsequently to be
to recombined in other life forms, plant or animal (the
complete process may take hundreds of years). Let�s only
consider the water which makes up about 80% of the
human body.  Assume Jesus� body weighed 180 lbs. The
water contained in his body weighed about 144 lbs.  In
the essentially instantaneous dissolution process this water
would have been converted to steam at atmospheric
pressure and temperature. That mass of water, as steam,
occupies a space about 3 times the volume of the tomb.
Had the dissolution process taken place inside the tomb,
the pressure would have been raised such that the force
on the stone door would have been in excess of 30 pounds
per square inch.  Assuming the stone was 5 feet in
diameter, the pressure would have resulted in force on
the door of almost 85,000 pounds. Had that happened,
the guards, who survived, would really have something
to tell their grandchildren.

Peace,

Travis

Pre-life
Having read many �Near Death Experience� books

currently available, a friend wondered about a claim made
by these experiencers that part of what they were shown
was a preparation for life on Urantia by spirits yet to be
born.   She suggested that this would necessitate a belief
in �life before life�  on which subject The URANTIA Book
is silent.  Philip Calabrese responded:

�We have been informed that on Divinington, the
'Spirits' (pre-personal Thought Adjusters, fragments of the
Universal Father) that become our indwelling Spirits as
humans become  morally conscious at around 5 to 6 years
old, practice their indwelling using a representation of
the human-to-be during the years prior to this time.

These Spirits all have a past eternal life!  They therefore
constitute a legacy of 'our' eternal past when the human
mind-personality and the prepersonal-Spirit Adjuster are
fused, as is our destiny, if we choose it.  So I think that
there is a certain kind of 'pre-life' in the Urantia teachings
even while maintaining that the mortal mind-personality
has not lived previously.  It can live on indefinitely by
choosing to identify with the divine Adjuster Spirit of God
within.  Then will we have an eternal past to discover as
well as an eternal future!�
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Discovery

Michael J Symonds, Rutherglen, Australia

Over time and much in depth research of the Bible, I
believe, at long last I stand at the threshold of discovery,
after searching for so long as if by accident I suddenly
stumbled across this �Tome of information�, this Urantia
Revelation. It does not conflict with the teachings of Jesus;
in fact it emphasises his message and a great portion of
the book is devoted to his life story. Every brain cell I
possess has told me there must be a logical reason for this
existence: It is too much of a miracle to be a matter of
chance, everything in the universe is too ordered to be
other than the result of an intelligence beyond our puny
imagination�s. In fact if everyone should care to stop and
ponder over this wondrous system of things and take into
consideration the manifold aspects of nature, the intricate
mechanisms and the magnificent regulations of our
environment, they would be awe stricken at the SHEER
GRANDEUR� the resplendence of which no words can
describe.

Mystery too great to comprehend, in a way terrifying,
yet so ecstatically exciting that it urges the truth seeker to
ever deeper investigation and research. Questions such
as, �Where was I before this life? What happens to me
when this body wears out and dies? Is there more to me
than just flesh and bone?� These are common questions
that even children ask.  As a child I would spend much
time wondering about life, at times I would imagine that I
was the only real person on the planet and everyone else
was created to keep me company. It never occurred to me
that I was finite, I was sure that I had always existed
somewhere but had somehow forgotten where I was before
this life. I used to ask my Mother such questions that she
could not answer, she would say that I had a vivid
imagination but I always thought she knew the truth and
was keeping it secret;  it seemed so strange to be told that
there was a time when I did not exist and I have still not
been able to come to terms with that. There seems to be
some sort of in-built instinct in human beings that causes
us to think that we are something special in nature; surely
there is a reason that we are born, live and die on this
magical planet: After a lifetime of living in the flesh
amassing knowledge, storing up banks of information,
accumulating vast amounts of experiences and building
an archive of memories it must remain that it is all for a
reason far greater than we can anticipate. It would seem
to me that this is just plain common sense.

When we gaze up into the night sky and see all the
jewels of the heavens twinkling as if on a backdrop of
black velvet, we cannot help but wonder at the beauty of
existence and marvel at the magnitude of the intelligence
that keeps if there. So vast is the heavenly realm that our
eminent astronomers must feel as insignificant as the dust
beneath their feet as they try to understand it.  Great minds
theorise about it and great thinkers philosophise.  What
greater signs do we need? Tiny seeds, dried up specks,
when united with common earth and water grow into a
vast variety of trees and plants producing delicious fruits,
nuts, berries and vegetables. Flowers of every rainbow

hue and intoxicating fragrance grace the garden of this
world. The birds, the animals, the butterflies, the
everything is all too marvellous for words.

Oh! What can it mean? This life, this ecstasy, this
dream? Here I am in Rutherglen, pondering and wondering
in a place where old photographs adorn the walls. I look
into one: A house roughly constructed of saplings clad
with the bark of a tree; a short wiry looking fellow stands
to the right holding an axe which is stuck into an old log,
there�s no sign of a woodpile so I gather he has just come
forward to pose for the photographer from elsewhere, to
the left stands a girl heavily clothed, wearing a dark dress
beneath a white long sleeved smock with frills about the
neck, a wide brimmed straw hat makes her look rather
short and squat, she is wearing a pair of shin high soft
leather boots. What is she thinking in that captured incident
of her life? Of course she is dead and buried by now but
we today can look at this instant of time over a century
ago. The same old sun a shining on them that shines on us
today I wonder what is going on inside that old bark house
at the moment the photo was taken. Perhaps, hidden
behind those rough walls is a woman preparing a meal,
baking a loaf of breed, or putting away all the sewing
equipment that she has used to create the girl�s clothing.
Old photographs! They are the split micro seconds of our
lives remembered on film. Life, creation, the whole
universe exits only in a constant micro second. The past
is not, neither is the future, but memory gives reality to
the past, and minds with imagination invent the future. It
is magic beyond human reason and logic. That is why we
are seekers of truth; natural curiosity urges us to solve the
mysteries we are confronted with. The hunger and thirst
for knowledge is the drive that builds civilisations. The
authors of The URANTIA Book, who-so-ever and what-
so-ever they are, offer an explanation so wonderful to the
discerning spirit that it must contain a certain truth; I mean
to say the fact that we exist at all is a miracle: Jesus was
so aware of his father�s works and the glorious opportunity
he was extending to all his earthly children: He surely
must have wondered how any one in their right mind could
refuse such an offer.

Here is the greatest mystery of all time;  it deserves an
explanation to do it justice:  The URANTIA Book certainly
does that and gives the reader the uncanny feeling that
here indeed is the greatest revelation of truth since the
life and time of Jesus Christ.  The URANTIA Book is
worthy of much study and research. A challenge to the
inquiring mind with much scientific information thrown
in that has yet to be discovered. It is frustrating that we
seem to be impaired by the system of modern living; it is
not easy to proclaim a new revelation to the world and
the policy of the Foundation to effect a slow evolutionary
process of osmosis is equally frustrating to those of us
who are eager to shout it from the roof tops. We are
working with the brakes on and cannot do anything about
it. This is the way of the Heavenly Administration, but
THEY all know they have an eternity, while there are
countless people on Earth who are still cloaked with
complete ignorance. All we can do, so it seems, is to just
keep pushing onward with that amount of zeal that we
can muster and hope for dramatic results.
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I shudder to think of all those who live in spiritual
poverty, living from day to day without a thought of origin
or destiny. They choose not to think about death and dying;
refuse to discuss the subject; but the fact remains, filed
away in the deepest recesses of their minds as too fearful
to contemplate.

The night of dread comes when the day is spent; the
beginning of a new day without you in it.

The unforgiving sun approaches as always;
Yet you see it not nor a shady cloud,
or feel a cooling breeze or the touch of a

loved one�s hand.
The dreadful dawn of realisation,
the ashes of contemplation.
Time has run its course, is wasted and spent.

*       *       *
Michael is a long time reader of The URANTIA Book

and lives near Rutherglen in northern Victoria. Michael
is interested to host study groups and to make contact
with other readers.  Please see his contact details on the
last page.

Kingdom Keys

Larry Gwin, USA

I heard a joke the other day about the Kingdom of
Heaven. The bad news was that they couldn�t find the
keys to the kingdom. The good news was that it wasn�t
locked.

It took me three days to determine in my own mind
that: wait a minute... there are some  locks to the kingdom.
But they are more like a combination locks.  One of the
locks to the kingdom has to do with perfection of loyalty.
Loyalty I understand. Perfection of loyalty eludes me. I
just don�t know the combination, that right spinning of
mindal, spirit, soul dials that will allow me to hear the
�click,� and allow entrance.

Any locksmiths out there had experience with this
lock?  And what might be some of the other locks?

This Wind of Spirit

Pat McNelly   nebadon@JUNO.COM

This wind chafes against the fallen rocks;  lies
motionless, hidden from view except for an occasional
bending of saplings, or the shallow sound of these trees
resisting only their roots in rocky soil.

This wind abandons the hills, drying remnant dews.
Aching breezes crest over cliffs with no remorse for fallen
limbs cracked in silent tribute to desire, sharpening its
claws against river boulders, and carefully waiting to
attack shadows I feint from there.

This wind squalls shoreward holding back only enough
of mystery for silence.  Careless from another storm, this
wind casts casual shadows on itself; not one wing bent in
struggling flight forces this flock forward.

This wind chastens desire from desire, hope from
hope, abandoning barrenness for this ancient dream,
diffusing only enough of itself for inspiration, as if there
were, in my mind, cause for corruption from this scripted
scene.

This wind forces the whitecaps of desire on that other
ocean shore.  Longing for further fronts, finding only a
trembling hand stretched out for comfort, a breath unsure
of itself, pained to silence, withdrawn from forms,
mistaken for someone that I knew.

This wind soothes the suspension of stillness, shifts
shadows with remnants of light.  This wind caresses with
talc softness, a drift of desire that in another world, would
waken only wonder, and leave this longing linger only in
the quiet of the leavening skies, seeking release from
remnant storms of time.

(national study day, continued from page 2)

Thankfully Rita and Vern were able to inject some
melody which made up for our shortage of musical
harmony.  But nevertheless, we were soon revved up
and ready.

Our agenda alternated between how Jesus taught
his followers and apostles, and how he taught those who
sought to harass, discredit or otherwise attempt to
undermine his instruction and divine guidance.

It was quite an intellectual and artistic challenge for
Jesus to simultaneously present his teachings both to
the scholastic Pharisees, and to the mothers, ploughmen
and fishermen who made up the bulk of his listeners.
These were more adept at kneading, netting and knotting
than with words.  Whilst studying the various papers,
we remarked on the calmness and sense of timing Jesus
displayed when teaching his detractors.  In this regard,
his advice to his apostles was �Display wisdom and
exhibit sagacity in your dealings with unbelieving civil
rulers. By discretion show yourselves to be expert in
ironing out minor disagreements and in adjusting trifling
misunderstandings. In every possible way�in
everything short of your spiritual allegiance to the rulers
of the universe�seek to live peaceably with all men.
Be you always as wise as serpents but as harmless as
doves.�  (page 1930)

We know that there dwells within the human mind
a fragment of God, and that there sojourns with the
human soul the Spirit of Truth.  Hopefully, we will allow
our Thought Adjusters to so stimulate our thoughts about
Jesus� life and �How he Taught�, that we might begin
to emulate his manner and method in our own lives,
and be spurred on to help spread the light of truth across
our world.  We all had a wonderful time together, and
thanks again to Joy for such warm hospitality.
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your attendance is requested, and your seat is pre-assigned
please assist us with your promptness if you�ll be so very kind

at a quarter past the hour on the sea of crystal glass
with reflectors in attendance see the Paradise Broadcast

all the roadways will be pointed, only one way is allowed
this will be a formal gathering (we�re expecting quite a crowd)
do not bother bringing dinner, we�ll provide for all you need

simply leave as you are scheduled, and remember DO NOT SPEED

for those needing special transport, or some seating out of norm
we have opened up new roadways, and built bleachers for your form

like you visitors from Avalon who stand and never sit
we�ve arranged to fit your mile long legs within a recessed pit

and prior to the main event, while the circuits are secured
we will replay from the archives a few great speeches we have heard

then with instruments provided like the ones they played so long
a million former-life musicians will lead us all in joyous song

when the world-lites begin fading, when the sea begins to shine
we provide a feast of foods for those created so to dine

with some life-charge cells for others, whose intake is more divine
sorry only soda and coffee to sip - we cannot provide the wine

this whole process we�re expecting will be over in a day
then we�ll reverse all the roads and send you gently on your way

so grab your coat and shine your soul, put your phone on �be back when�
it is time for your departure in 4 hours we begin...

jim mccallon, 1998
<jim@DSRTROCK.COM>

the journey to a Paradise Broadcast

�At this broadcast-receiving amphitheater the Salvington messages are coming in continuously.
Near by, the Edentia word of the Most High Constellation Fathers is received at least once a
day.  Periodically the regular and special broadcasts of Uversa are relayed through Salvington,
and when Paradise messages are in reception, the entire population is assembled around the
sea of glass, and the Uversa friends add the reflectivity phenomena to the technique of the

Paradise broadcast so that everything heard becomes visible.
And it is in this manner that continual foretastes of

advancing beauty and grandeur are afforded the
mortal survivors as they journey inward on the
eternal adventure.�  (page 522)
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Urantia Foundation attended the Singapore
International Bookfair in November 1997. Our goal was
to establish The URANTIA Book in the local book trade
there, and also to introduce it to the Library system and
the general public. Here we are at the Foundation�s booth

Once again Urantia Foundation is exhibiting
The URANTIA Book at the Australian Book Fair
and you are invited.

For the past 6 years this event has been held in
Sydney.  This year it is to be held in Melbourne at
the new Melbourne Exhibition Centre �
Southbank.

The date is June 25th � 28th, Thursday through
Sunday.  Entry is FREE.

Trade Days: 25th to 27th 9am till 6pm.

These days are exclusively for trade visitors
ie. Everybody professionally involved in the
consumption of published products. For example:
Booksellers, Wholesalers, Literary Agents,
Newsagents, Map Sellers, Cartographers,
Department Stores, Publishers, Librarians,
Teachers and Educators, Service Stations, Authors,
Variety Stores and Supermarkets.

Public Day: Sunday 28th, 10am till 5pm.

Open to the general public on this day only.

BookStuff

I will be in attendance at Urantia Foundation�s booth
(booth number 147) and will be ably assisted by a number
of keen local UB readers. Be sure to stop by and have a
chat with us. We would love to catch up with old friends
and meet some new ones. Our goal is to promote
awareness of the UB within the Book Trade and to the
public. We will have The URANTIA Book on display and

mixing it with some of the friendly locals.  Pictured are
from left, Neil Francey from Brisbane and Ron Louie from
Vancouver representing the Urantia Foundation, and two
enthuiastic gentlemen who affectionately became known
to us as Bib & Bub.

(Photo taken by Michael Pither from Sydney.)

available for sale. If, over the 4 days of the fair, you may
be able to help us staff the booth and introduce the UB
other people, please contact me on (02) 9970 6200 �
mpither@ozemail.com.au  We will be there among 179
other major publishing industry exhibitors each displaying
their newest, best books and related products. There is
lots to see.
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Linda Agar
158 Calliope Rd
Devonport,  Auckland  NZ
09 445 0698

Mr & Mrs C. Billington
12 Alvin Court
Bairnsdale, VIC 3875
03 5153 0319
cbilling @ b150.aone.net.au

Valerie Billington
37 Tambora Ave
Baulkham Hills, NSW 2159
Ph 02 9862 8749

Elizabeth Brown
PO Box 46
Clyde, Central Otago NZ
02 535 8232

Ralph Bartley
Sydney, NSW
02 9966 8406
ralphb @ bigpond.com

Mr Jo Cassidy
67 Station St
Aspendale, VIC 3195

Joy Cooke
10 Holmden Ave
Mangerton, NSW 2500
02 4229 7757

Linda Darragh
PO Box 828
Pialba, QLD 4655
07 125 2056

Ray Frederickson
1/36 Nelson St
Penshurst, NSW 2222
02 9580 5708

Neil Francey
33 Lingle St
Robertson, QLD 4109
07 3831 3230

Susan Hemmingsen
22 Khouri Ave
Karori, Wellington NZ
04 476 9949
rhmu @ xtra.co.nz

Trevor Hughes
PO Box 240
Kuranda, QLD 4872
07 093 7105

Edward & Nora Kendrex
23 Clontarf St
Sorrento, WA 6020
09 9447 1666
kenrex @ opera.iinet.net.au

John & Ruth Lusk
32 Menzies Rd
Marsfield, NSW 2122
02 9869 1501

Ari Majurinen
Amber Place
Meerschaum Vale, NSW
06 683 4274      [2477]

Nigel Nunn
AIS, PO Box 176
Belconnen, ACT 2616
02 6214 1465
nnunn @ ausport.gov.au

Mike & Monica Patterson
33 Princess St
Sandy Bay, TAS 7002

Michael Pither
7 Walsh St
Nth Narrabeen, NSW 2101
02 9913 7893
mpither @ ozemail.com.au

Roger Porter
78 Richmond Rd
Westbourne Park, SA 5041

Bob Reynolds
Wheelers Hill, VIC 3150
03 9562 0111

Rita Schaad
New Lambton, NSW 2305
02 4956 2272

George Sepp
35 Grandview Rd
Niddrie, VIC 3042
03 379 8444

David Shannon
PO Box 325
Pialba, QLD 4655
07 128 3228
crockett @ peg.apc.org

Elizabeth Spencer
PO Box 104
Tailem Bend, SA 5260
08 573 7019

Study Groups in
Australia and New Zealand

If you would like your study group listed here, or if
details have changed, please contact the Editor.

Marion Steward
14 Aspiring Ave
Manukau City,
Auckland NZ
09 263 5800
joemar @ ww.co.nz

Michael Symonds
�Rose of Sharon�
Hopetoun Rd
Rutherglen, VIC 3685
Ph/Fax 02 6032 8428

so much....

so much of what is life it seems
is no more real than wisps of dreams
so many words, the acts of hand
so many mounts we've dared to stand...

as shadows dance beyond the fires
we move our wills with our desires
we climb on clouds then waft the skies
we become that soul in another's eyes...

we chase to catch then flee to free them
we bless the meek and curse the heathen
we shake our head and raise our brow
we swear we've got no idea how -
and yet when shown a mirrors glance
we know the steps we feel to dance...
we recognize that who we be
is one rung less than those we flee

for no man runs from what he lords
no man gives away his just rewards
but in half a beat of heart each will
run from those whose shoes he cannot fill...
with half a breath he'll utter quick
what about another makes him sick...

and with mirrored vision echoed clearly
he'll cling to those he worships dearly
while ignoring those whose pain intense
reminds him of his own nonsense

so backwards are we frames of dirt
so havened by our own sweet hurt
so proudly beaming forth our hate
of those whose worth we can't relate
of those we're sure aren't worth the time
how could we ever be so blind?...

(c. 1998 jimjr)

jim <dsrtrock@CUE.COM>
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Vern Verass
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vernerv@ozemail.com.au

William Wentworth
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wentwrth @ acr.net.au


